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Abstract There is a lack of thermal models for storage
clusters; most existing thermal models do not take into
account the utilization of hard drives (HDDs) and solid state
disks (SSDs). To address this problem, we build a ther-
mal model for hybrid storage clusters that are comprised
of HDDs and SSDs. We start this study by generating the
thermal profiles of hard drives and solid state disks. The
profiling results show that both HDDs and SSDs have pro-
found impacts on temperatures of storage nodes in a cluster.
Next, we build two types of hybrid storage clusters, namely,
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inter-node and intra-node hybrid storage clusters. We
develop a model to estimate the cooling cost of a storage
cluster equipped with hybrid storage nodes. The thermal
model is validated against data acquired by temperature
sensors. Experimental results show that, compared to the
HDD-first strategy, the SSD-first strategy is an efficient
approach to minimize negative thermal impacts of hybrid
storage clusters.
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1 Introduction

The cooling cost of a data center is significantly impacted
by thermal management strategies; traditional thermal mod-
els developed for thermal management mechanisms do not
take into account the utilization of hard drives (HDDs) and
solid state disks (SSDs). In this study, we address the ther-
mal impacts of disks on hybrid storage clusters containing
both HDDs and SSDs. We investigate two types of hybrid
storage clusters, namely, inter-node and intra-node hybrid
storage clusters. We show how to apply our new thermal
model to predict the cooling cost of the two types of hybrid
storage clusters.

Motivations Our proposed thermal model is indispensable
for next-generation storage clusters because of the following
five factors:

1. the ever-increasing cooling and energy costs of large-
scale storage clusters,

2. the impact of hybrid storage on thermal management of
data centers,

3. the importance of reducing thermal monitoring cost,
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4. the capability of estimating the cooling cost of a data
center, and

5. the lack of study on the impacts of hard drives and solid
state disks on outlet temperatures of storage nodes in a
cluster.

With the increase of energy consumption and cooling
costs of large-scale storage clusters, there is an urgent
need for data center designers to address the energy effi-
ciency issues [20]. Evidence shows that the energy cost
of a data center for four years can exceed the cost of
building a new data center. Conventional approaches of
saving energy cost for data centers include improving the
energy efficiency of computing facilities as well as cooling
systems.

Cooling costs contribute a large portion of the total
energy cost of data centers [6, 20]. For instance, the power
and cooling cost to support the IT equipments take more
than half of the total energy cost of a data center [6]. Pre-
vious studies demonstrate that energy efficiency could be
enhanced by reducing the energy dissipation in cooling sys-
tems [27, 39]. Reducing outlet temperatures or optimizing
air recirculation can improve energy efficiency [36]. More-
over, many load balancing strategies were proposed to gain
good temperature distribution [27, 39]. Recent studies show
that reducing outlet temperatures of servers in a data center
could save up to 40 % energy consumption [27]. Lower-
ing outlet temperatures of storage nodes not only conserves
cooling cost, but it also improves the reliability and lifetime
of disks [30, 41].

A handful of studies have focused on modelling the
energy consumption of storage clusters in the past years.
For example, an energy model is introduced to estimate the
power consumption of storage nodes running under specific
workloads [7]. Unfortunately, thermal models of storage
clusters are still in their infancy. Little attention has been
paid to the thermal impact of disks, including HDDs and
SSDs, on the energy efficiency of cooling systems in data
centers.

Deploying temperature sensors on storage nodes of a
cluster is a usual method to monitor the storage clus-
ter’s temperature. For each data node, one needs to apply
at least two sensors to obtain the inlet and outlet tem-
peratures. If temperatures of interior devices of the node
need to be monitored, additional sensors must be set up.
Although this traditional approach is practical for measur-
ing temperatures of small-scale storage clusters, it becomes
a sophisticated solution when a storage cluster has thou-
sands of nodes. It is extremely expensive to set up a huge
number of sensors in a large-scale storage cluster; deploy-
ing sensors also leads to extra energy cost. Thermal models
are a promising alternative to obtain temperatures of storage
clusters.

Building a data center is a huge investment for enter-
prises. Estimating the energy costs, which include cooling
cost and power cost, offers an important guideline in the
designing phase. Simulations and thermal models help data
center designers make good decisions on thermal manage-
ment during the planning phase.

A variety of factors impact the outlet temperatures
of storage nodes. A study shows that inlet temperatures
and CPU utilization affect the outlet temperatures of data
nodes [36]. In a second study, a temperature model was pro-
posed using a data node’s historical temperature data and
airflow of a data center [25]. When it comes to the ther-
mal behavior of disks, Kim et al. investigate the relationship
between disk seek time, inter-seek time, and disk tempera-
tures [23]. They also observed that the number and size of
flatters in a disk affect its temperatures. In enterprise-level
Tera-data centers, a single node is capable of supporting
more than 100 disks [28]. The temperature of these large
number of disks within a data node plays a crucial role in
impacting the outlet temperatures of the node. However,
there is the lack of studies on the impact of hard drives and
solid state disks on outlet temperatures of storage nodes in
a cluster.

Contributions We make the following three contribu-
tions. First, we generate thermal profiles of HDDs and
SSDs. The profiling results are obtained by running CPU-
intensive workloads imposed by stress [4] and I/O-intensive
workloads imposed by Postmark [22]. When a storage
node is running under various load conditions, we mon-
itor the node’s CPU temperatures and disk temperatures
as well as the inlet and outlet temperatures. Then, we
build a thermal model to estimate inlet/outlet tempera-
ture differences using inlet temperatures, CPU temper-
atures, and disk temperatures. Second, we develop a
model that can be used in combination with the coef-
ficient of performance model (or COP for short) to
derive the cooling cost of hybrid storage clusters from
supply temperatures of computer room air conditioning
units or CRAC. Third, to demonstrate the usage of the
model, we make use of this model to investigate the
impact of HDDs and SSDs on the cooling cost of storage
clusters.

Organization The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. The next section presents prior studies and related
research issues. Section 3 describes the thermal impacts of
hard drive disks and solid state disks on storage nodes. In
Section 4, we develop a model used to estimate the cool-
ing cost of hybrid storage clusters. In Section 5, we discuss
the impacts of HDD-first strategy and SSD-first strategy
on cooling costs of two hybrid storage clusters. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Relative Work

2.1 Energy-Efficient Data Centers

The rapid increase of energy consumption has brought
great attention to energy efficiency of data centers [11,
12]. Koomey’s study conducted in 2000 shows that the
total energy cost of data centers is approximately 1.2 % of
the energy consumption in the U.S. [24]. Various energy-
efficient techniques have been proposed to lower the energy
consumption of data centers. For instance, Guerra et al.’s
preliminary analysis on energy saving techniques indi-
cates that significant energy reduction in data centers can
potentially be achieved by appropriately choosing energy
saving techniques for storage systems [18]. A measure-
ment and management technology (MMT) is applied to
build energy-efficient data centers [8]. This MMT model
incorporates the real temperature data measured by tem-
perature sensors, thereby providing a run-time analysis of
energy consumption. With the analytical data, data centers
can be operated in an optimal schedule in terms of energy
consumption.

Some previous studies focused on reducing the power
consumption of storage nodes to save energy. For example,
Colarelli and Grunwald proposed an energy-efficient stor-
age called MAID by setting a subset of disks as cache disks.
MAID keeps cache disks active while allowing other disks
to stay in the low-power state for a long time period [15].
Pinheiro and Bianchini developed the popular data concen-
tration technique or PDC that migrates frequently accessed
data to a subset of disks, which are kept in the active
state [29]. In doing so, PDC can place a large number of
disks in the low-power mode to save energy.

2.2 Thermal-Aware Resource Management Strategies

Much attention has been paid to managing workloads
according to thermal distribution. A few thermal-aware
resource management strategies were proposed to bal-
ance workload based on temperature distributions in a
data center. For example, a thermal-load-balancing frame-
work was developed to reduce energy consumption and
improve equipment reliability [34]. In this framework,
local and regional policies are used to dynamically dis-
tribute the workload in order to gain a uniform temperature
distribution in data centers. Moore and Chase proposed
an approach to controlling heat generation in data nodes
through temperature-aware workload placement [27]. Vasic
et al. introduced a thermal-dynamic model and a tempera-
ture control strategy coupled with the model [39]. The strat-
egy combines the air flow control and the thermal-aware
scheduling. Simulations with synthetic and real workload
traces show that the strategy delievers good performance in

keeping temperatures of a data center under a threshold. Air
recirculation can be minimized to decrease the energy cost
of data centers. A study shows that balancing the workload
within a data center to minimize the air recirculation could
gain the most significant energy saving compared with other
existing strategies [37].

Inlet temperatures of data nodes have significant impacts
on the cooling cost of a data center. Tang et al. proposed
MPIT-TA, a task assignment policy, to minimize peak inlet
temperatures in order to reduce cooling energy consump-
tion [38]. The simulation results show that their policy could
save cooling costs by at least 20 %.

Temperature-aware workload balancing strategies are
mostly focused on computing resources and CPU utiliza-
tion [31, 32]. It has become a traditional wisdom to save
energy costs by keeping CPU temperatures under a cer-
tain threshold through the dynamic CPU voltage/frequency
scaling technique.

Ayoub et al. proposed a thermal management strategy in
the memory subsystem to save energy by allocating work-
loads to a few memory units and powering down the rest
of the memory [9]. This strategy gains an improvement of
energy savings by 43 % and reduces performance overhead
by 85 %.

El-Sayed et al. collected a large amount of thermal data
from several data centers to study the impacts of tempera-
ture on hardware reliability, and they provided recommen-
dations for temperature management which can save energy
and limit the negative impacts on system reliability and
performance at the same time [17].

Thermal-aware resource management techniques for pro-
cessors and memories have been widely studied. However,
the impact of disks, including HDD and SSD, on thermal
management has not been fully explored. For large-scale
data centers, each data node may contain a large num-
ber (e.g., up to 100) of disks [28]. And disk utilizations
would be extremely high when I/O intensive tasks are han-
dled by these disks. Hence, appropriately managing I/O
workload can potentially reduce the cooling cost in data
centers.

2.3 Disk Energy Consumption and Temperature Models

Eibeck and Cohen proposed a thermal model to predict tran-
sient temperatures of IBM 5-1/4-in fixed disk drives [16].
Tan et al. built a three-dimensional model to evaluate tran-
sient temperatures during frequent seeking [35]. However,
the impact of workload on disk temperatures has been
overlooked in the past years.

Gurumurthi et al. constructed an integrated disk drive
model used to investigate the thermal behavior of a hard
disk [19]. The model calculates the heat generated from the
following components: internal drive air, spindle motor, the
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base and cover of a disk, the voice-coil motor, and disk
arms. Kim et al. inferred the relationship between seek times
and disk temperatures [23]. They also studied the thermal
behaviors of disks by varying platter types and number of
platters. It is worth noting that the above studies ignore the
impact of disk temperatures on cooling systems. Another
research studied the thermal behaviour of disks and CPUs,
and generate an outlet temperature model under a certain
workload [21].

In this paper, we comprehensively evaluate the impact
of CPU and disk temperatures on the inlet and outlet
temperatures of a data node.

2.4 Solid State Disk (SSD)

Solid state disks or SSDs are an emerging storage tech-
nology, thanks to SSDs’ high I/O performance and energy
efficiency. There is a good potential to widely apply SSDs in
large-scale cluster storage systems. SSDs are more expen-
sive than traditional hard drives. To improve both perfor-
mance and energy efficiency, one may employ hybrid SSD
devices to build large storage systems. Recently, Chang
proposed an SSD-based hybrid storage system that com-
bines MLC flash-based and SLC flash-based SSDs [13].
The experimental results show that compared with MLC-
flash-based SSD storage, the hybrid system can gain sig-
nificant improvements in terms of throughput and energy
savings.

Apart from hybrid SSDs, hybrid storage systems that
combine HDDs and SSDs have been proposed to make a
good tradeoff between performance and cost. For exam-
ple, Chen et al. designed a hybrid storage system –
Hystor – in which hot data is stored in SSDs to optimize sys-
tem I/O performance [14]. All data accesses are periodically
recorded and analyzed by a monitor module. When any
data becomes hot, it will be moved to an SSD to reduce data
access time. Wu et al. developed a hybrid page/block archi-
tecture along with an advanced replacement policy called
BPAC to exploit both temporal and spatial locality [40].
Mao et al. proposed a hybrid parity-based disk array archi-
tecture (HPDA), where SSDs and HDDs are integrated in
a RAID system to improve the performance and reliabil-
ity of the RAID [26]. Balakrishnan et al. proposed Diff-
RAID, a parity-based redundancy solution that unevenly
distributes and balances the parity across SSDs to improve
the reliability of storage systems [10]. Schall et al. investi-
gated the performance and energy efficiency of SSDs and
HDDs in I/O-intensive database applications [33]. Although
hybrid storage systems can offer good performance and
reliability, less attention has been paid to the thermal char-
acteristics of hybrid storage devices that have significant
impacts on the energy costs of cooling systems in future data
centers.

3 Thermal Impacts of Disk I/O

To characterize the thermal behavior of nodes in a cluster
storage system, we start this study by investigating CPU and
disk temperatures as well as inlet/outlet temperatures of a
storage node. In this section, we first describe the testbed
used in our experiments. Next, we show noticeable impacts
of both CPU and disk temperatures on the outlet tempera-
tures of a storage node. Finally, we conduct experiments to
explore the thermal characteristics of HDDs and SSDs in a
storage node.

3.1 Testbed

We use a Linux server as a storage node in our testbed.
The storage node is equipped with an Intel(R) Celeron(R)
2.2 GHz processor, 1.0 GB main memory, and a 160 GB
SATA disk. The configuration parameters of the node are
summarized in Table 1.

The inlet and outlet temperatures are monitored by tem-
perature sensors, and the data is collected by MiniGoose
II [3]; for disk temperature, we collect temperature data
from both the inner-disk sensor and temperature sensor
applied outside of the disk. The CPU temperature is exam-
ined by the use of lm-sensor [2]. What’s more, a temperature
sensor is applied at the outlet of the air conditioner to
monitor the supply temperature.

In the following experiments, the air-conditioner temper-
ature is set to 23.2 ◦C. And we use Tdiff to represent the
discrepancy between inlet and outlet temperature.

3.2 Impacts of CPU/Disk Temperatures on Outlet
Temperatures

Outlet temperatures of storage nodes in a cluster storage are
affected by various factors, including CPU and disk temper-
atures, motherboard temperatures, and inlet temperatures.
Although impacts of CPU temperatures on computing nodes
has been explored in prior studies [31, 32, 38], and the
thermal impact of memory has also been studied [9], ther-
mal impacts of disks on storage nodes are an open issue.
Therefore, we conduct the following experiments to char-
acterize the impacts of disks and processors on the outlet
temperatures of nodes in a storage cluster.

Table 1 Testbed configurations.

Hardware Software

1× Intel Celeron CPU 2.2 GHz Ubuntu 10.04

1× 1.0 GBytes of RAM Linux kernel 2.6.32

1× WD 160 GBytes Sata disk lm-sensors

(WD1600AAJS-75M0A0 [5])
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3.2.1 Impacts of CPU Temperatures

In the first group of tests, we measure the inlet and out-
let temperatures of an idle node by placing disks outside of
a chassis and keeping the processor in the idle state for a
hour. In this test case, we observe that the CPU tempera-
ture remains around 39 ◦C and the difference between inlet
and outlet temperatures (Tdiff ) is 1.74 ◦C in average. And
we also observe that, the supply temperature is 8 ◦C lower
than the inlet temperature. This test condition is regarded as
a baseline because the outlet temperature is independent of
the disk placed outside the chassis.

In the second group of experiments, we perform stress
tests on processors by keeping CPU utilization very high
and placing the disk outside its chassis. This usage condition
represents data-intensive computing environments. Results
plotted in Fig. 1 show that the CPU temperature changes
from 39 ◦C to 57 ◦C during the stress tests. It also illustrates
that when CPU arrives at its peak temperature 57 ◦C, the dis-
crepancy between the inlet and outlet temperatures (Tdiff )
is 3.38 ◦C, which is 1.64 ◦C (or 94 %) higher than the one
observed in the baseline case. In this case, the CPU temper-
ature is considered as a driving force behind the increment
in the outlet temperature of the tested storage node.

3.2.2 Impacts of Disk Temperatures

In the third group of experiments, we move the disk from
outside of its chassis to inside, and we observe that the disk
temperature reduces. This is because the fan inside the chas-
sis cools down the disk. A comparison of disk temperatures
outside of the chassis and in the chassis are shown in Fig. 2.
When the disk is placed outside of chassis, the disk temper-
ature is around 30 ◦C detected by the outer disk sensor, and
39 ◦C by the inner-disk sensor. After moving the disk inside
its chassis, the disk temperature is 27 ◦C detected by the
outer disk sensor and 33 ◦C by the inner-disk sensor. From
this, we can see a big difference between the temperature
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Figure 1 The impact of CPU temperature on outlet temperature.
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Figure 2 The comparison of disk temperature get by inner-disk
sensor and the outside sensor.

inside the disk and outside of the disk. Since most SSDs do
not have an inner sensor, in the rest of this paper, we use
the outside sensor to detect disk temperature. The discrep-
ancy of inlet and outlet temperatures monitored by outside
sensors when CPU and the disk are both in idle state is
2.01 ◦C on average, which is 0.27 ◦C higher than while the
disk is placed outside of its chassis. Since CPU temperature
is 40 ◦C when it is idle, we can conclude that this 0.27 ◦C
increment comes from the disk.

In the fourth group of experiments, we run CPU-intensive
applications when the disk is inside its chassis. Figure 3
plots the difference between the inlet and outlet temper-
atures under various CPU temperatures. We observe that
when CPU is 59 ◦C, TDiff is 3.63 ◦C.

In the fifth group of experiments, we keep the disk inside
its chassis and run I/O-intensive tasks on the storage node.
This test case represents usage conditions of cluster stor-
age systems supporting data-intensive applications. Since
the processor is heavily loaded, the CPU temperature does
not dramatically change during the course of task execu-
tions. Figure 4 shows that the increasing disk temperature
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Figure 3 The impact of CPU temperature on outlet temperature while
disk in chassis.
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Figure 4 Impact of disk temperature on outlet temperature.

gives rise to the increment in the outlet temperature of the
node. For example, when the disk reaches its peak tem-
perature of 28.5 ◦C, the outlet temperature is increased by
approximately 0.25 ◦C. Compared with the processor tem-
perature, the disk temperature changes mildly when the disk
is transitioning from the idle to active state.

From the preliminary results, we observe that one disk
may have a slight impact on the outlet temperature; how-
ever, if multiple disks are applied in a data node, the impact
may be different. Thus we conduct another group of experi-
ments to study the impact of disk temperature on outlet tem-
perature. The testbed used in these experiments is equipped
with 4 Intel(R) Xeon 2.4 GHz CPU, 2.0 GBytes RAM, and
we applied from one to four disks on this testing node. In our
testbed, the four homogeneous disks are placed within a disk
array enclosure where there is a cooling fan. A task with
buffering setting enabled issues 2000 transactions to each
disk, where disk utilization is driven to as high as 100 %.
Unlike disks, the CPU remains idle in each experiment.

As shown in Fig. 5, when the disks are in idle state, the
initial differences between inlet and outlet temperature are
2.4 ◦C for one disk, 2.8 ◦C for two disks, 2.9 ◦C for three
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Figure 5 Inlet/outlet temperature difference with different number of
disks.

disks, and 3.4 ◦C for four disks. Compared with the exper-
iment that has only one disk deployed, the experiment with
four disks result in one more degree at the inlet/outlet differ-
ence. After running busy for about 20 minutes, the inlet and
outlet temperature differences keeps around a specific value
steadily. One disk result in a difference of 2.5 ◦C, two disks
result in 2.8 ◦C, and three disks result in 3.2 ◦C. While four
disks are applied in a single data node, the difference could
be increased to around 3.7 ◦C.

Our finding shows that the inlet/outlet temperature dif-
ference of each disk is around 0.3 ◦C, which is an increase
of 10 % since the disk’s power state is transitioned from
idle to active. Recall that an increment of CPU temperature
for 20 ◦C makes the outlet temperature increase less than
2 ◦C (see Section 3.2.1); on the other hand, 1 ◦C increase
in disk temperature makes the outlet temperature go up by
about 0.5 ◦C. Compared with CPU, disks have a more sig-
nificant impact on outlet temperatures. The thermal impact
of disks is a major contributor to the outlet temperatures.
When more disks are installed in a data node, the impact of
disks become more pronounced.

Unlike CPUs and memories, extra disks can be readily
installed in a data node. Nowadays, enterprise data centers
contain a huge number of data nodes, which are capable of
supporting more than 100 disks. When an excessive number
of disks are deployed in a single storage node, the discrepan-
cy between inlet and outlet temperatures will be enlarged.

3.2.3 Consider CPU and Disk Temperatures Together

In this group, we show how CPU and disk together impact
the outlet temperature. We run two tasks together to keep the
CPU and the disk both in active state with full utilization.
For the CPU, a stress test running for 30 minutes is assigned.
And for the disk, we assign a task with 2000 transactions,
which will result in the disk running busy for about 33
minutes. The discrepancy between inlet and outlet tempera-
ture based on the CPU temperature and disk temperature is
shown in Fig. 6. We observe that, when CPU and disk both
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keep in idle state, with the CPU temperature being 40 ◦C
and disk temperature being 27.5 ◦C, the difference between
inlet and outlet temperature is only 2 ◦C. While CPU and
disk both reach their steady temperature in the active state,
the difference goes up to 3.36 ◦C.

The aforementioned experiments indicate that outlet tem-
peratures of a storage node heavily rely on both CPU and
disk temperatures, which in turn depend on usage conditions
of storage clusters. When the CPU and/or disk temperatures
go up due to increased workloads, the node’s outlet tempera-
ture increases accordingly. More importantly, increasing the
number of disks in a storage node can further exacerbate
the thermal impacts of disks on the outlet temperature of
the storage node. It is worth noting that in most real-world
cluster storage systems, each storage node contains multiple
disks. Thus, we conclude that like processors, disks have a
profound impact on outlet temperatures of storage nodes in
clusters.

3.3 Thermal Characteristics of Disks

To study the thermal characteristics of HDDs and SSDs, we
choose a Western Digit disk (WD1600AAJS [5]) and Intel
SSD (SSDSA2M080G2GC [1]). The specifications of these
two disks are shown in Table 2. The Intel SSD has a faster
sequential read rate than the Western Digit HDD, but slower
sequential write rate. And it also consumes less energy than
the Western Digit HDD both in idle and active states.

Throughout the rest of this section, the following four
features are measured to study disk thermal characteristics
in the context of cluster storage systems.

1. Steady Temperature: The temperature of a disk that
stays in a steady state.

2. Temperature Increment: The difference between an ini-
tial temperature and a steady temperature when a disk
is active.

3. Heat-up Time: A time interval during which a disk
is heating up from its initial temperature to a steady
temperature when the disk is active.

4. Cool-down Time: A time interval during which a disk
is cooling down from a steady temperature to the disk’s
initial temperature.

Table 2 Disk specification.

WD1600AAJS Intel SSD

Capacity (GB) 160 80

Sequential read (MB/s) 93.5 250

Sequential write (MB/s) 93.5 70

Power (Idle) 8.75 W 75 mW

Power (Active) 9.5W 150 mW

3.3.1 Different Transactions

To study how HDD and SSD would have an impact on out-
let temperature, we use postmark to generate three tasks,
whose configurations are shown in Table 3. The file num-
bers are set to 100, and file sizes are set from 1.E+6 to 1.E+8
Byte. The only difference between these three tasks are the
number of transactions. All the other parameters are using
postmark’s default values. We run these three tasks sepa-
rately on HDD and SSD while they are in idle state with
their temperatures cooled down to initial temperatures.

These three tasks address the Western Digital HDD run-
ning with disk utilization of 100 %. HDD’s temperatures of
running these tasks are shown in Fig. 7a. We observe that
even with 5000 transactions assigned to the disk, the peak
disk temperature is the same as running 2000 transactions.
Thus, we can conclude that 2000 transactions is enough to
drive the disk temperature to reach the peak temperature.
And it takes about 30 minutes for the disk to heat up to the
peak temperature or cool down from the peak temperature
to its initial temperature.

The experiment results of running these three tasks on
Intel SSD are shown in Fig. 7b. We observe that for Intel
SSD, its steady temperature in idle state is around 25.75 ◦C,
and its temperature goes up very fast when it is running
busy. While running 1000 or 2000 transactions on Intel
SSD, the peak temperature is not the same as running 5000
transactions. And for running 5000 transactions, the Intel
SSD’s temperature heats up to 28.75 ◦C, and then keeps
steady around that value. Compared with its initial steady
temperature, there is a temperature increment of 3.0 ◦C.
Thus, when considering the thermal characters of Intel SSD,
it would be better to run 5000 transactions to make sure that
the Intel SSD has heat up to its steady temperature in busy
state. The Intel SSD’s heat-up stage is 20 minutes, and cool-
down stage is a little shorter than 20 minutes. Both of them
are shorter than the time for HDD.

A comparison of these two disks running 5000 transac-
tions in the chassis is shown in Fig. 8. Intel SSD results
in a higher steady temperature while working very hard,
and its execution time is shorter than the execution time of
HDD. We summarized the execution time and heat-up, cool-
down time of these two disks (see Fig. 9) to make a better
comparison. We observe that Western Digital HDD costs

Table 3 Task configurations.

Task1 Task2 Task3

File number 100 100 100

Transactions 1,000 2,000 5,000

File size (Byte) 1.E+6 ∼ 1.E+6 ∼ 1.E+6 ∼
1.E+8 1.E+8 1.E+8
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Figure 7 Disk temperature of running different tasks.
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Figure 8 Thermal characteristics of running 5000 transactions.
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about 42 % more time than Intel SSD to finish the task,
which dues to SSD’s significant fast read rate. And the HDD
needs more time to heat-up or cool-down than Intel SSD.
Figure 10 show the comparison of temperature data for these
two disks. The HDD’s initial temperature is about 1.5 ◦C
higher than that of Intel SSD. However, its peak tempera-
ture and steady temperature in active state is less than Intel
SSD. From all of the above, we conclude that Intel SSD is
more sensitive to the disk activity, and it heats up and cools
down faster than the Western Digital HDD.

3.3.2 Different Utilization

With postmark’s default setting for buffering(buffer is
enabled that buffered stdio function calls should be used
instead of the lower level raw system calls [22]), disk would
work very hard (with the disk utilization at 100 %) to finish
the task as soon as possible. In order to simulate different
disk utilization, we need to set postmark buffering to false.
And we also found setting various write block sizes without
buffering will result in different disk utilizations, while set-
ting various read block sizes without buffering still results
in 100 % disk utilization. To characterise how disk utiliza-
tion impacts disk temperature, we set the buffering to false
and set different write block sizes in the following part.
Four experiments are conducted on each disk to study the
characteristics of disks under different disk utilizations.

In the experiments running on HDD, we design tasks
whose task configuration are the same as Task2 shown in
Table 3 except for buffering are set to false and different
write block sizes are used. In the experiments running on
Intel SSD, we design tasks whose task configuration are the
same as Task3 shown in Table 3 except for buffering set-
ting and write block size. Write block size on these two
group of experiments are both set to 16, 32, 64, 128 Bytes
respectively.

Without buffering, the disk utilizations are different
while setting different write block sizes. A comparison of
the disk utilizations of HDD and Intel SSD is shown in
Fig. 11. The average disk utilizations for the experiments
running on HDD are 14.24 %, 28.91 %, 53.49 %, 80.57 %
while setting write block size to 16 Byte, 32 Byte, 64 Byte,
and 128 Byte. And for Intel SSD, the disk utilizations are
11.00 %, 30.57 %, 52.90 %, and 78.20 %, respectively. Disk
utilizations of these two disks are very close when they are
set to the same write block size without buffering. And we
observe that higher write block size leads to higher average
disk utilization for both disks.

For HDD, when write block size is 16 Bytes, the execut-
ing time is 8481 seconds; while the write block size is 32
Bytes, the executing time is 4760 seconds; when write block
size is set to 64 Bytes, the running time of the task is 2973
seconds; and setting write block size to 128 Bytes results
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Figure 11 Disk utilizations under different write block size.

in a task executing time of 2313 seconds. We could draw a
conclusion that larger write block size(/higher disk utiliza-
tion) would result in shorter execution time. For SSD, it is
also the same that larger write block size results in shorter
execution time.

For the four experiments with different write block sizes,
the initial temperature(/steady temperature in idle state) of
HDD is about 28 ◦C. While for Intel SSD, its initial tem-
perature is 25.75 ◦C. Under different disk utilization, the
highest temperature that disk stay steadily is different. Peak
disk temperature of these experiments could be summarized
as Fig. 12. From this figure, we could observe that big write
block size results in high peak disk temperature. Thus, we
could have a conclusion that disk utilization has a positive
impact on disk temperature.

With linear regression, equations used to estimate the
disks’ temperature increment could be generated. A com-
parison of the estimated values and real measurements of
Western Digital HDD in the heat up stage is shown in
Fig. 13. A comparison of the estimated values and real
measurements of Intel SSD is shown in Fig. 14.

The curves marked as ”w16”, ”w32”, ”w64”, and
”w128” in Figs. 13 and 14 show the disk temperature
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Figure 13 Western digital HDD’s temperature increments produced
during the heat-up stage. The w16, w32, w64, and w128 curves are
the cases where buffering is disabled and the write block size is
set to 16, 32, 64, and 128 Bytes, respectively. The Polyf it (16B),
Polyf it (32B), Polyf it (64B), and Polyf it (128B) curves are the
modeling results for the w16, w32, w64, and w128 cases. Buffer-
ing is enabled in the withbuf case; the Polyf it (buf ) curve reveals
modeling results of the withbuf case.

increments produced during the heat-up stage when the
buffering feature of Postmark is disabled and the write block
size is set to 16, 32, 64, and 128 Bytes, respectively. The
”Polyf it (16B)”, ”Polyf it (32B)”, ”Polyf it (64B)”, and
”Polyf it (128B)” curves plot the estimated disk tempera-
tures generated by the linear model for the ”w16”, ”w32”,
”w64”, and ”w128” cases. The ”withbuf ” curve plotted in
Figs. 13 and 14 depicts the disk temperature increments pro-
duced during the heat-up stage when buffering is enabled
in Postmark. The ”Polyf it (buf )” curve reveals the corre-
sponding estimated temperature produced by the model for
the ”withbuf ” case.
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Figure 14 Intel SSD’s temperature increments produced during the
heat-up stage. The w16, w32, w64, and w128 curves are the cases
where buffering is disabled and the write block size is set to 16, 32,
64, and 128 Bytes, respectively. The Polyf it (16B), Polyf it (32B),
Polyf it (64B), and Polyf it (128B) curves are the modeling results
for the w16, w32, w64, and w128 cases. Buffering is enabled in the
withbuf case; the Polyf it (buf ) curve reveals modeling results of
the withbuf case.

We observe from Figs. 13 and 14 that both the HDD and
SSD scenarios share a similar trend in the sense that a large
write block size leads to high disk utilization, which in turn
gives rise to high disk temperature. The results confirm that
our models are very accurate. For example, the average pre-
cision error of the HDD linear models is 0.47 %; the average
precision error of the SSD linear models is 0.40 %.

According to these preliminary experiment results, we
could conclude that disk utilization and the time the disk
stays in active state are factors that could impact the disk
temperature. We use a simple model to present the disk
temperature:

Tdisk(t) = f (Ti, U, t), (1)

where Ti is the initial temperature of the disk, U is the disk
utilization and t is the time that the disk is running under a
specific utilization.

4 Thermal Models of Hybrid Storage Clusters

It is a challenge to model energy consumption of cooling
systems for cluster storage systems in data centers. The
cooling cost for cluster storage systems depends not only on
cooling settings (e.g., inlet temperatures and cooling equip-
ment placement), but also on heat dissipation of computing
facilities. Processors and disks are two major heat contribu-
tors in storage nodes of clusters. In this section, we develop
a model that aims to estimate outlet temperatures of stor-
age nodes by considering the thermal impacts of processors
and disks. To predict cooling costs, our model can be used
in combination with a coefficient of performance model
(or COP for short) that derives cooling costs from sup-
ply temperatures of computer room air conditioning units
(or CRAC).

4.1 Framework

Figure 15 displays a conceptual framework of our ther-
mal model, which consists of two components, namely,
the inlet/outlet-temperature model and the COP model.
The inlet/outlet-temperature model builds up the relation-
ship between inlet and outlet temperatures via profiling
analysis. In other words, given an outlet temperature, our
model estimates inlet temperatures under certain CPU and
I/O workloads. The COP model computes cooling costs
by taking into account inlet temperatures offered by the
inlet/outlet-temperature model. The main contributions of
this framework are: (1) a thermal model that character-
izes the relationship between inlet and outlet temperatures
of a storage node in clusters and (2) the ability to esti-
mate cooling costs for cluster storage systems in data
centers.
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Figure 15 Framework of
proposed solution.

4.1.1 The COP Model

The energy cost caused by a storage node can be attributed
to energy consumption of the node and its cooling cost.
We use the coefficient of performance model (or the COP
model) proposed in [27] to calculate the cooling cost.

Figure 16 plots COP values that increase with the
increasing supply temperature of CRAC. Equation (2)
below defines the COP curve plotted in Fig. 16. A large COP
value indicates a high energy efficiency in terms of cooling
costs.

COP(T ) = 0.0068 ∗ T 2 + 0.0008 ∗ T + 0.458 (2)

COP is defined as the ratio of heat removed from a data

center to its cooling system’s energy cost for heat removal.
Let T be the supply temperature of CRAC. The cooling
cost PAC is directly proportional to the power consumption
PC of computing facilities; PAC is inversely proportional to
the COP value COP(T ). Thus, cooling power consumption
PAC can be derived from PC and COP(T ) as (3):

PAC = PC

COP(T )
(3)

4.2 Thermal Models of Disks

In light of the thermal characteristics of disks discov-
ered in this study (see Section 3.3), we classify disk tem-
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Figure 16 Coefficient of the performance curve for the chilled-water
CRAC units in a utility data center at the HP Labs [27].

peratures into four phases: idle-temperature phase, heat-
up-temperature phase, active-temperature phase, and cool-
down-temperature phase. In this subsection, we build a
temperature model by considering the characteristics of
HDDs and SSDs within these four phases. To make the
model sample, we consider the disks only when they are
idle or fully used(with disk utilizations of 100 %). In our
models, t refers to the time interval (measured in minutes),
during which a disk stays in a specific temperature stage.

4.2.1 Hard Disk Drives (HDDs)

When the tested hard disk is residing in the chassis, the disk
temperature remains constant during both the idle and active
phases. The idle and active temperatures are 27.5 ◦C and
28.4 ◦C, respectively.

In the heat-up phase, the disk temperature gradually
goes up until it reaches the maximum temperature of the
active phase. The above observation motivates us to for-
mally define disk temperature in the heat-up phase as (4):

THDDHeat (t) = −0.0008 ∗ t2 + 0.0513 ∗ t + 27.5552 (4)

The precision error of this heat-up model is 0.16 %.
After completing the tasks, the disk returns to the idle

state. Consequently, the disk temperature drops down to the
initial temperature. We formally describe this cool-down
process from the perspective of temperature as (5):

THDDCool(t) = −0.0008 ∗ t2 − 0.0130 ∗ t + 28.4154, (5)

where t represents a time interval during which the disk tem-
perature returns back to its initial value. The precision error
of this cool-down model is 0.16 %. After the cool-down
process, the disk remains in the idle state.

Incorporating the aforementioned four temperature
phases, we model temperatures of hard disk drives as (6):

THDD(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

27.5 (if the disk is idle)
THDDHeat (t) (if the disk is heated up)

28.4 (if the disk is active)
THDDCool(t) (if the disk is cooled down)

(6)

4.2.2 Solid State Disks (SSDs)

Recall that the temperature of the tested SSD in the idle and
active state are 25.75 ◦C and 28.75 ◦C, respectively. During
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the heat-up phase, the SSD’s temperature can be expressed
as (7):

TSSDHeat (t) = −0.0066 ∗ t2 + 0.2597 ∗ t + 26.1594 (7)

The precision error of this heat-up model is 0.5 %.
The SSD’s temperature during the course of cooling

down can be calculated as (8):

TSSDCool(t) = −0.0027 ∗ t2 + 0.0085 ∗ t + 28.7495 (8)

The precision error of this cool-down model is 0.14 %.
Now we can derive the temperature of an SSD from

TSSDHeat (t) and TSSDCool(t) as (9):

TSSD(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

25.75 (if the disk is idle)
TSSDHeat (t) (if the disk is heated up)

28.75 (if the disk is active)
TSSDCool(t) (if the disk is cooled down)

(9)

It is worth noting that although current disk temperature
is not considered in our model, the disk temperatures in
the future can be predicted based on current disk temper-
atures and given workloads. In our model, the workloads
during a given period can be divided into independent sub-
workloads, in which disks are either active or idle. We
assume that the disk temperature would be temp at time
tn−1; the disk would complete the next workload wn from
tn−1 to tn. If reversely calling the functions in our module,
we can get t0, which is the time when the disk virtually pro-
cesses a workload, and its temperature reaches temp at time
tn−1. Then, if the disk starts working on wn from tn−1 to
tn, this case is exactly the same as the one that a long task
would be processed from t0 to tn. Therefore, regardless of
how long the disk has been active, our module works as if
wn is the first workload that starts at t0 from the tempera-
ture’s perspective. Since the disk temperature consistently
increases during the heat-up stage, time t0 for a hard drive
(HDD) and a solid state disk (SSD) can be computed as:

t0 =
⎧
⎨

⎩

tn−1 − T −1
HDD(temp) (ifthediskisanHDD)

tn−1 − T −1
SSD(temp) (ifthediskisanSSD)

(10)

After the workload wn is handled, the disk temperature
at tn for the case of HDD and SSD can be expressed as:
{

THDD(tn − t0) (if the disk is an HDD)

TSSD(tn − t0) (if the disk is an SSD)
(11)

If the disk is sitting idle in the next sub-period, t0 can be
determined as if the disk were returning to the cooling-down
phase at t0. Therefore, given a workload set, one can com-
pute the disk temperature after the entire workload set has
been processed by recursively applying the above functions.

4.3 Thermal Model of a Storage Node

Now we focus on a thermal model that can be used to derive
outlet temperatures of a storage node from inlet, CPU, and
disk temperatures. In this model, we denote Toutlet and
Tinlet as outlet and inlet temperatures of a storage node; let
Tdisk and TCPU be disk and CPU temperatures. Tdiff rep-
resents the discrepancy between Toutlet and Tinlet . Thus, we
have Toutlet = Tinlet+Tdiff .

According to our earlier experimental results (see
Section 3.2), we can express the inlet/outlet temperature
difference Tdiff as:

Tdiff = 0.074 ∗ TCPU + 0.3036 ∗ Tdisk − 9.3483 (12)

To verify our model, we apply this model to the exper-
iment in Section 3.2.3 where CPU and disk are both
active(with disk in chassis). A comparison of estimate Tdiff

values generated by our model with the real measurements
of Tdiff is shown in Fig. 17. Our model precision error is
8.59 %.

5 Hybrid Storage Clusters

After developing a thermal model for a single disk, we are
in position to investigate thermal behaviors of hybrid disks
in the context of cluster storage systems, each of which is
comprised of a number of storage nodes. Thanks to good I/O
performance offered by SSDs, future cluster storage sys-
tems are likely to be powered by a large number of hybrid
disks containing both HDDs and SSDs. In this section, we
pay attention to the thermal behaviors of two types of hybrid
storage clusters. We show that data placement is an efficient
approach to minimize negative thermal impacts of a hybrid
storage cluster for high-performance clusters.
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Figure 17 A comparison of our model with real measurements.
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5.1 System Configuration of Hybrid Storage

In this part of study, we build two types of hybrid
cluster storage systems, namely, inter-node and intra-node
hybrid cluster storage systems (see Fig. 18). In an inter-node
hybrid cluster storage system, there are two types of stor-
age nodes – SSD-enabled nodes and HDD-enabled nodes.
All disks in an SSD-enabled node are solid state disks,
whereas all disks in an HDD-enabled node are hard drives.
In an intra-node hybrid cluster storage system, each node
contains both solid state disks and hard drives. Intra-node
hybrid cluster storage systems are homogeneous systems in
the sense that all the nodes share an identical configuration.
In contrast, inter-node hybrid systems are heterogeneous
systems because some nodes are equipped with SSDs while
others are comprised of HDDs.

5.2 Case Studies

We investigate HDD-first and SSD-first data placement
strategies, in which data would be distributed to either
HDDs or SSDs. By using the HDD-first strategy, one of
the HDDs will be randomly selected if both HDDs and
SSDs are available; while the SSD-first strategy will choose
SSDs at first. In our evaluation, the inter-node hybrid stor-
age cluster is comprised of 128 SSD-enabled nodes and 128
HDD-enabled nodes. The intra-node hybrid storage cluster
has 256 nodes. We make use of Postmark to resemble 128
I/O-intensive tasks, in each of which 1,000 files are cre-
ated and 5,000 I/O requests are issued. We set the outlet
temperatures of nodes to 40 ◦C.

5.2.1 Inter-Node Hybrid Storage Cluster

In an inter-node hybrid storage cluster (see Fig. 18a), the
I/O tasks will be evenly issued to the HDD-enabled nodes
by the HDD-first strategy. In this case, the requests can
be completed within 88 minutes based on our preliminary
experiments. According to the HDD temperature model
shown in (6), the working HDD temperature increases to
28.40 ◦C. The temperature of another HDD in the node
remains 27.50 ◦C. The temperatures of both SSDs residing
in SSD-enabled nodes remain unchanged (i.e., 25.75 ◦C).
We define the average value of two disk temperatures
as the disk temperature of a storage node. The discrep-
ancy between inlet and outlet temperatures of HDD-enabled

nodes is Tdiff (27.95) = 2.10 ◦C; the discrepancy between
inlet and outlet temperatures of SSD-enabled nodes is
Tdiff (25.75) = 1.43 ◦C. Therefore, if the inlet tempera-
tures of HDD-enabled and SSD-enabled nodes are 37.90 ◦C
and 38.57 ◦C respectively, we could get the same outlet
temperature of 40 ◦C. Since our preliminary experiments
show that there is about 8 ◦C difference between the inlet
temperature and the air-conditioner supply temperature,
the air-conditioner supply temperatures should be set to
29.9 ◦C for HDD-enabled nodes and 30.57 ◦C for SSD-
enabled nodes in order to gain the same outlet temperature
of 40 ◦C.

The power consumptions of a HDD-enabled and SSD-
enabled node are 66.25 W and 48.9 W in idle state. The
COP model (see Fig. 16 in Section 4) indicates that the
COP values of HDD-enabled and SSD-enabled nodes are
6.56 and 6.84. Let’s consider the power consumption of
this inter-node cluster. The mechanical power consump-
tions are 353,760 J for a HDD-enabled node and 258,129
J for an SSD-enabled node. Using the COP values, we
estimate that the cooling costs with respect to HDD-
enabled and SSD-enabled nodes are 53,917 J and 37,362
J. Therefore, the total energy consumption incurred by the
inter-node hybrid storage cluster and its cooling system is
90,064,864 J.

By using the SSD-first strategy, the I/O requests will
be evenly handled by SSD-enabled nodes. In this case, the
requests can be finished within 62 minutes based on prelim-
inary results. The temperature of the active SSD is 28.75 ◦C,
whereas the other SSD and HDDs remain at 25.75 ◦C and
27.50 ◦C. At HDD-enabled nodes, the difference between
inlet and outlet temperatures is 1.96 ◦C; such temperature
difference at SSD-enabled nodes is 1.88 ◦C. Thus, The inlet
temperatures of HDD-enabled and SSD-enabled nodes are
nearly 38.04 ◦C and 38.12 ◦C. And the supply temperatures
are 30.04 ◦C for HDD-enabled nodes and 30.12 ◦C for SSD-
enabled nodes. Using the same method, we could calculate
the total power consumption of this case is 63,139,305 J.
The SDD-first strategy could save 42.64 % power consump-
tion than the HDD-first strategy in the Inter-node Hybrid
Storage Cluster.

5.2.2 Intra-Node Hybrid Storage Cluster

In an intra-node hybrid storage cluster, the I/O requests will
be processed by HDDs in 128 nodes under the HDD-first

Figure 18 Two types of hybrid
cluster storage systems.

(a) Inter-Node (b) Intra-Node
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strategy. The other 128 nodes will remain idle. If the SSD-
first strategy is applied, the only difference from the HDD-
first case is that the I/O requests will be executed on SSDs
rather than HDDs.

Due to the space limitation, we do not present the inter-
mediate results that can be calculated in a similar way. The
total energy consumption is 90,022,885 J under the HDD-
first strategy, and 63,137,638 J under the SSD-first strategy.
The SSD-first strategy reduces the energy consumption by
42.58 %.

We observe that the total energy consumption of the
HDD-first strategy on an inter-node hybrid cluster is the
maximum one, and using the SSD-first strategy on intra-
node hybrid cluster results in the minimum total power
consumption. In the same hybrid architecture, the SSD-first
strategy will save more power than the HDD-first strat-
egy. We conclude that keeping SSD active in the intra-node
hybrid storage cluster can achieve the best energy efficiency.

6 Conclusion

Cooling costs of large-scale storage clusters in data centers
have been increasing in the past decade; therefore, thermal
management of storage clusters must be urgently addressed.
Recent studies show that cooling costs contribute a sig-
nificant portion of the operational costs of data centers.
Thermal management techniques are applied to reduce the
energy consumption in cooling systems for storage clus-
ters, thereby significantly improving the energy efficiency
of data centers.

Thermal models play a key role in thermal management;
however, there is a lack of thermal models for storage clus-
ters. Most existing thermal models do not take into account
the utilization of hard drives and solid state disks. In this
paper, we proposed a thermal model to investigate ther-
mal impacts of hybrid storage on clusters. We started this
study by focusing on the thermal behavior of hard drives
and solid state disks. Our model can be applied to estimate
the cooling cost of a storage cluster equipped with hybrid
storage nodes. We built two types of hybrid storage clusters,
namely, inter-node and intra-node hybrid storage clusters.
We show that, compared with the HDD-first strategy, the
SSD-first strategy is an efficient approach to minimize neg-
ative thermal impacts of hybrid storage clusters for cluster
computing.

Our thermal model offers the following two benefits.
First, the model makes it possible to reduce thermal moni-
toring cost. Thermal management of hybrid storage clusters
helps cut the cooling cost and energy consumption. Sec-
ond, our thermal model enables data center designers to
make intelligent decisions on thermal management during
the design phase of hybrid storage clusters.
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